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i SF^ EECH BY THE PREMIER, MR. DUNSTAN, AT PRODUCTIVITY PROMOTION COUNCIL 
Mr. Fitzgerald, Mr. Tilbury, Mr. Gleason,ladies and gentlemen : 
Thank you very much for asking me to speak to you today. May I first 
of all especially welcome interstate visitors to your national council 
meeting. 
In a sense all Councillors will be feeling at home. They are, we are', 
after all in a familiar situation. A politician is addressing a produc-
tivity group and is about to endorse this controversial notion. 
In terms of local news interest it will probably rate somewhere above 
a government crisis in Rekyavik and below the weather forecast. 
It's a topic on which politicians are prone endlessly to address the 
^^onverted - along with road safety and the need for development to be 
tempered by respect for the ecology - with little discernible effect. 
Or so it is perceived by the public. 
This would be unfortunate at any time - and would provide a demanding 
challenge to your Council and to Australian Governments. In the present 
climate of economic uncertainty and of risk of international recession 
such apathy or cynicsm is alarming. 
It's an indifference that is costing Australia millions of dollars every 
year. 
I think the main reason for this is productivity is regarded by the 
Average citizen as an "employer" ^ord. 
It's one of those concepts which people in management are always going 
on about and which is a good thing for fatter profits. 
The boardrooms of Australia are filled with people who seem to regard 
productivity as a synonm for profit. A rise in productivity means 
bigger dividends and productivity decline is woeful for shareholders. 
Further, the way to increased productivity is to get more out of the 
workforce. It is an antique,' a quaint, a prevalent and a dangerous 
attitude. 
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And it is one which we must very quickly get rid of. Productivity must 
be accepted as being equivalent to efficiency and there must be acceptance <• 
of this - and its implications - by managements and directorates. 
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The.main implication is that there has to be a nearly revolutionary 
change of attitude towards involving the people in the workforce in 
the policy, problems and decision-making of a company or institution. 
And there has, too, to be a much greater readiness to share the 
rewards of a rise in productivity. v 
Nineteenth-century employer beliefs have been curiously persistent 
in Australia and nowhere is this more true than in attitudes to worker 
participation. 
It has, I suppose, a basis in ridiculous but pernicious assumption about 
class structure in a society - "them and us" or rather "us against them". 
Two years ago I promised as a matter of electoral policy that the 
State Government would pursue the establishment of consultative 
committees between management and workers at workshops level. It was 
k modest enough proposal intended to humanise the workplace and which I 
believe would significantly improve productivity in Australia. We 
established a special unit in the Department of Labor and Industry to 
provide advice and services to firms or institutions wishing to make 
use of them. We initiated worker participation schemes in Government 
departments and semi-government authorities with gratifying results 
in terms of morale and productivity. (It is obvious, of course, that 
productivity in the sense of efficiency is as relevant to the 
bureaucrat as it is to the process worker). 
With some honourable and notable exceptions the resistance to our 
proposals (and they are mild, indeed, compared with what is accepted 
^rithout question in Europe) has been extraordinary. From the reaction 
rof some industrialists you'd think I was advocating red revolution. 
Now I believe that the humanisation of the workplace - office, factory, 
hospital ward or whatever - is in itself a compelling enough reason 
for the adoption of such a policy. I would pursue for that reason 
alone. I believe that managements should speedily adopt it for that 
reason alone. 
But I would also have thought that sheer self-interest would induce its 
adoption. I would also have thought that anyone making even a super-
ficial study of worker involvement programmes would rapidly perceive a 
quite uncoincidental correlation between countries which have a high 
reputation for industrial efficiency. The most obvious examples of 
both are, Sweden and West Germany. And, I point out that it may indeed 
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be no coincidence, too, that another country where archaic class 
attitudes are institutionalised and where workers are frequently looked 
on as objects, or enemies is Britain which has a reputation for ineffic-
iency. 
So I would today like to use this occasion to reiterate my appeal to 
managements throughout the private sector to examine objectively and 
rigorously what we are proposing in worker participation and to make a 
sincere effort voluntarily to involve their staffs in their operations, 
to inform them and to consult them about policy and key decision-making. 
It is, I submit, essential for the wellbeing of Australian society that 
we should as a community make this commitment to industrial democracy. 
It is, I believe, also very much in accord with the aims of your 
Council and the interests of its members. 
Y0ur acceptance of the need positively to sell the notion of productivity 
as efficiency rather than productivity as profit is indicated by your 
theme this year as "People and Productivity". 
It is most important work and I hope you are able to get the attention 
it merits and the success it demands. 
For it is only by treating workers as people instead of as units of 
production that we shall be able to achieve our mutual goal of a 
more just, more prosperous Australia. 
Thank You. 
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